INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Biological assays based on a quantitative response in particular (e.g. hormone assays) typically involve the estimation of (log) relative potency (= M) with respect to some standard preparation on the basis of one or more symmetrical determinations usually at equally spaced (log) dose intervals. It is the purpose of this paper to consider further statistical aspects of estimates of M, and especially confidence limits for M based on a combination of separate assays. These are given as examples of tests of linear hypotheses. Two applications are given on the combining of quantitative bio-assay data.
PARALLEL LINE ASSAYS
We consider first the (2fc)-point symmetric parallel line assay (Finney, 1952, ch. 4) , i.e. a series of quantitative responses {y is }, {y' it } (i = 1, ..., k; s, t = 1, ...,n) . The y's are independently and normally distributed with a common unknown variance (= a 2 ) and mean values for the two groups of biological substances ('Standard' vs. 'Test') . Here the x's represent series of equally spaced doses (usually in logs) of the substances involved.
As a test of the hypothesis (Kolodziejczyk, 1935) . This consists of obtaining the relative and absolute minimum Q r , Q a , respectively, of the quadratic form
It may be verified that the test for the linear hypothesis is 1 Qa ' ~ ' which has the F or variance ratio distribution. Here Q a is defined as a 4
{yi ta} is it Fieller (1944) showed that the £-test: \t\ ^ t e with/degrees of freedom and level of significance (= e) provided a confidence interval for M as the roots of a certain equation if the combined slope (= b) differs significantly from zero. This latter condition was subsequently modified (Fieller et al., 1954) by further distinguishing the cases in which the confidence limits could be (i) inclusive, (ii) exclusive, (iii) nonexistent according to the significance level used.
w h e r e A 6 2 and the zeros of g{M*) are the lower and upper confidence limits for M* provided A o is > 0.
SERIES OF PARALLEL LINE ASSAYS
We consider now a series of c independent (2&)-point parallel line assays. The observations will be denoted {2/^}, {y' Ht } (r = l , . . . , c ; i = 1,..., k;s,t = \,...,n r = n' r ) normally and independently distributed with means and the hypothesis of a common relative potency (= M) for the series of assays is then:
The appropriate test for this linear hypothesis is with appropriate changes of notation from (2) T Combined potency estimates 381 with N = I l N r = N' = ~EN' r . In (5) F has the variance ratio distribution with c and (N + N' -3c) degrees of freedom, respectively. Also denned in (5) are the sample values
As an equation of degree 2c in if, F(M) = F e must generally be solved by approximate or iterative methods. When this equation has only two real roots, these form the appropriate confidence interval for M, and are 'shortest' only in the sense that they less frequently cover any 'wrong' value of i f than any other set. When there are more than two real roots there are inevitably some difficulties in interpreting the separate intervals formed. It is conjectured that there will usually be two and only two real roots in the case of closely controlled experimental assay data. No formal proof of this is presently available for the zeros of random polynomials from (5).
It is important to note that the value of M which minimizes F(M) is also the maximum likelihood estimate (= M) since F{M) is proportional to {Q r -Q a ) for constant values of Q a . A similar method was used by Tocher (1952) on the problem of estimating the point of concurrence of regression lines.
If now in each term of the denominator of F in equation (5) Finally, it should be mentioned that the methods used in the previous sections may be easily extended to the case of combining the results of assays for which the response is quantal or also to the case of slope-ratio assays (Finney, 1952) .
COMPARISONS WITH OTHER ESTIMATES
(i) For combining the results of parallel line assays Finney (1952, § 14-3) presents a method for determining an average potency from the ratio estimate
M r = ±(H r -Q r b r ),
G r = (x' r -x r .), H r ={y' r -r Jr .), and the condition that the approximate variance of M' = V(M') is minimized gives as a choice of weights Approximate confidence limits for the ratio M' are then available by an application of Fieller's theorem (Finney, p. 373 .) (ii) The limits available from an iterative solution of equation (5) are also to be compared with those provided by the interval estimate: M + t e {V(M)}* based on a weighted average M = 'Lw r M r jT,w r , where the reciprocals of the weights are:
i.e. proportional to the approximate variance of each sample Mj. (r = l,...,c) and t e is the normal deviate for level of significance e. Confidence limits obtained by this method are to be considered as approximate only, and are based on an assumed ultimate normality of the distribution of M. These weights are of course those obtained as in equation (8).
(iii) When different types of assays are to be combined, Irwin (1950) has also proposed a weighted average of the form M" = ± l,wl(H r -b r G r -b r log p) and determined the weights in order to obtain a minimum variance for this expression.
Example 1
The following example compares the various estimates of M and their respective confidence limits for the case : c = 2. The data are those from two assays of vitamin Z> 3 (Finney, 1952, Table 14 .2) using line test scores as responses.
Equation (5) 
X r x x r e
Go is equivalent to a test that all regression coefficients are significantly different from zero. The exact confidence interval available from equation (5) is seen to be somewhat wider than that available from (i) and (ii) and non-symmetric. The confidence limits are inclusive for significance levels e < 0-0000 002, at which level they then become exclusive ( -3-75, + oo). For e < 0-0000001 (F e = 33-5) the limits are non-existent.
Example 2
As a further example of the comparison of the various estimates of M and their confidence limits, we consider the data of Smith, Marks, Fieller and Broom on four cross-over assays of a test preparation of insulin (Finney, 1952, table 14.6 ). The first assay had the additional complication of one missing observation. In computing M the pooled estimate of the variance (s 2 = 26-299 with 31 degrees of freedom) was used since the variances did not differ significantly from assay to assay. The polynomial function F(M) is of degree eight and is approximately symmetric about M = 0 (cf. Fig. 2) . It approaches the horizontal asymptotes F(±co) from below for negative values of M, and from above for positive M with one intersection point at an extremely large positive value (M = 531-3). In the intervals of M of interest F(M) is parabolic in form with only two intersection points with the horizontal line: F(M) = F e , so that the confidence limits are generally inclusive for 384 B. M. BENNETT extremely small levels of significance (e < 0-0000001) and then exclusive (-00, 531-3).
The separate estimates of M in both Examples 1 and 2 closely approximate each other and the estimate in Example 2 reflects the essential symmetry of a highorder polynomial about the axis. The criterion of shortest length is not relevant here in the various comparisons since both methods (i) and (ii) involve the assumption of a ratio of normal variates and approximations to its variance.
It should be noted that Examples 1 and 2 both involve extremely 'good' biological assay data, and this is reflected in the extraordinarily small significance Combined potency estimates 385 levels required before the corresponding confidence limits available from (5) lose the inclusiveness property. Some attention is also being given to applications to less satisfactory assay data, i.e. where in fact certain of the individual slopes may fail to be significant and more than two real roots occur. Example 3 As a further example of the linear hypothesis we consider an appropriate test for equality of relative potency (M 1 = M 2 ) based on two independent parallel line assays assuming fi x = fi 2 . This is equivalent to a test of the linear hypothesis: a i~~a2 = &i -<*2 m the notation of the earlier section. For this hypothesis the appropriate test may be shown to be t _ or the Student £-test with N + N' -5 degrees of freedom based on the estimate (N + N' -5) s 2 = Q a and combined slope equal to b defined as in (6) previously.
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